Proudly owned by the farmers and ranchers of the
Brazos Valley since 1943.

Producers Winter Update
This past week the Brazos Valley experienced one of the most severe and prolonged winter
freezes that we have encountered in decades. Farmers and ranchers were fighting through utility
outages to keep their families warm, while also trying to find ways to protect their livestock and
livelihood. Producers Cooperative Association also encountered many of the same hardships.
Atmos Energy curtailed our natural gas supply which limited our ability to produce many of our
feeds. This setback accompanied by a disruption in our supply chain of ingredients forced us to
limit the total number of sacks that would be available for pickup. For employee safety our
cooperative postponed all deliveries this past week due to the condition of our roads.
These hardships not only affected us but also affected all other feed manufacturers and dealers
putting additional stress on all those needing agricultural supplies.
We are working our way through this difficult time and we appreciate all our members and
customers for your understanding. Our dedicated employees worked hard this past week to keep
the doors open every day to serve our customers, we never failed to open and be here for you.
This was accomplished because our employees worked through adverse conditions to be here.
While we are experiencing some ingredient shortages, we do have a variety of feeds and cubes
available to fill in the gap of what you may have wanted.
Since 1943 Producers Cooperative has been serving your needs and we look forward to
continuing that tradition for many years to come.
Thank You!

Key Reminders
Keep good quality hay out for your livestock.
Let your livestock have access to water.
Continue to feed your usual amount. If you are not supplementing your cattle, consider
supplementing an energy and protein supplement.
Keep an eye out for newborn calves.
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